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The 24 Hours of Le Mans in 2016 will go down in history. At the end of

One of the major themes in the development of the new Panamera –

Are you ready for a change? Then let’s get started. The varied

a historically tight race, which was only decided on the final lap, the

and also every other Porsche – is the engines. The Porsche philosophy

programmes offered by Porsche Driver’s Selection, Porsche Exclusive,

919 Hybrid secured its second overall victory on its third outing at

has always been about increasing performance, not through greater

the Porsche Travel Club and Porsche Classic are sure to satisfy your

Le Mans, making it an 18th overall win for Porsche. Our respect goes

displacement alone – but also through innovative ideas. A prominent

desire for change on many levels. From improving your driving skills at

to the Toyota team for an incredible head-to-head race.

example is one of the first turbochargers in a production vehicle, the

the Sport Driving School through to personalising your Porsche.

Visiting Patrick Dempsey with the Panamera.

>>	Right-sizing

911 Turbo of 1973. Another is the consistent performance-oriented use of

26

More power from less displacement.

Was it luck that, in the end, we came back to our motorsport centre in

hybrid technology in the 918 Spyder. The right displacement for the right

Flacht as the victors? Of course. However, it was not down to luck that we

overall concept, also known as right-sizing. In our own words: Intelligent

were able to fight it out for the leading position over the entire distance.

Performance.

I wish you a fascinating and enjoyable read.

It was the result of extraordinary team work. The effort of all our drivers,

>>	A long-distance relationship covering 7,192 km 32

mechanics and, not least, our engineers.

Home is where the garage is.

>>	Porsche Driver’s Selection

Andreas Klingler

mean forgetting where you come from. More than 7,000 km (4,350 miles)
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A declaration of love to our classic cars.

>>	Porsche Exclusive

Rajendra Kumar Jain clearly demonstrates that embracing change doesn’t
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Based on this spirit of never giving up, our engineers and designers have

lie between the places where he lives and works, London and Mumbai,

also built the next Panamera. With the courage of a new generation. And,

the capital of his homeland. That’s where he keeps his Porsche 356 SC,

once again, they’ve proved that seeming opposites can be reconciled –

which he came across by chance at an auction in India. A long-distance

not under pressure, but harmoniously and in true Porsche style.

relationship full of love – and a story certainly worth telling.

Performance and comfort, dynamics and efficiency.

The 718 Cayman S in Carrara White Metallic.
So what exactly has changed on the new Panamera? Find out in the

>>	Porsche Snow Force
Cool under pressure.
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relevant article on the following pages. One thing is for sure: it has taken
a decisive step forward in every aspect, whether it’s styling, networking,
sports performance or comfort. That’s what actor, race driver and racing
team co-owner Patrick Dempsey noticed when we visited him at his home
office in Venice Beach with the new Panamera. He, too, is a personality
who is known for making courageous decisions.
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>> Mission: Future Sportscar <<

A dramatic final with a pleasing result:
our 18th overall win at Le Mans.
They say that, at 17, you still have dreams. Dreams for which
you have to fight and believe steadfastly in yourself. Our
dream: to follow last year’s 17th overall win at Le Mans with
number 18. A dream that came true and filled us with pride.
A feeling that’s almost impossible to describe.
But first things first. The duel between Porsche and Toyota at
the 24-hour race started to intensify at midnight, but nobody
expected this outcome. Until a few minutes before the end,
Toyota looked like the sure winner. Then, tragically, the
prototype came to a standstill. This meant that, one lap later,
the Porsche 919 Hybrid with the number 2 driven by Romain
Dumas, Neel Jani and Marc Lieb secured victory in front of
263,500 spectators. So, one of the most coveted trophies in
the world of motorsport now goes back to Zuffenhausen for
another year.
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>> Mission: Future Sportscar <<

Just how surprising this title defence was in light of the race
as a whole was summed up in a nutshell by the head of LMP1,
Fritz Enzinger: “First of all, I would like to show my great
respect to Toyota for its sensational performance in this race.
It was a fantastic duel. Just before the end, we were prepared
to settle for second place and then suddenly we were securing
the second consecutive overall win at Le Mans as the Porsche
Team. I would like to thank our great team in Weissach, the
local team and all of the Porsche employees and fans who
supported us here.”
After a long stop for repairs and then playing catch-up,
the second Porsche 919 Hybrid bearing number 1 – with
the reigning world endurance champions Timo Bernhard,
Brendon Hartley and Mark Webber taking turns at the helm –
came fifth in its class, thereby gaining valuable points for
the manufacturers’ rankings, while the winning trio of drivers
increased their lead in the drivers’ rankings.
We are incredibly proud of our team and bow down before
Toyota and this tireless battle. But there’s one thing we know
for sure: you can still have dreams at 18.
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>> Mission: Future Sportscar <<

An interim result with highs
and lows.
The 18th overall victory at Le Mans was the culmination of a
previously highly successful year in endurance racing for the
Porsche 919 Hybrid prototypes. Although the result might
appear flawless, the road that took us there definitely was not.
It began back in Silverstone.
After a thrilling six-hour race, the Porsche 919 Hybrid bearing
number 2 finished in second place. However, thanks to a
subsequent decision by the racing commission, it was then
awarded first place. The second Porsche 919 Hybrid in
the field unfortunately crashed out after around two hours.
The innovative hybrid race car had already demonstrated
its competitive ability here: with the fastest race lap
(1,40.303 min), driven by Neel Jani.
It was a similar picture in the second race: despite problems
with the hybrid system, the Dumas-Jani-Lieb trio finished in
second place, moving up the leadership table in the driver
rankings. After two tyre failures, its sister car went into the
pit for repairs and finally secured fifth position in the LMP1-H
class. The fastest race lap went, once again, to the Porsche
919 Hybrid, driven this time by Brendon Hartley.
After Le Mans, there’s now time to catch our breath, but we
must not relax our efforts. After all, we also want to defend
our title in the overall driver and team rankings. No easy
undertaking with six races still to go and a competition that
has clearly shown it is prepared to fight shoulder to shoulder.
But that’s what drives us on and, at the end of the day, makes
us better. Corner after corner, race after race.
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>> The new Panamera <<

The new Panamera.
Courage changes
everything.

Panamera models*: fuel consumption in l/100 km (mpg):
urban 12.9–7.9 (21.9–35.8) · extra urban 7.3–5.8 (38.7–48.7) · combined 9.4–6.7 (30.1–42.2); CO2 emissions (combined): 214–176 g/km.

Improved road holding

How do you change something that has already changed everything?
With hesitation, carefully feeling your way ahead? Not likely. We decided to go

Superb handling, for example. Whether you are in the driver’s seat or

flat out – without losing sight of the car’s characteristic strengths. The result:

travelling as a passenger in the front or rear: in a Porsche, driving should

a Panamera that is more Porsche than ever.

feel like sport rather than transport. Like comfort rather than wallowing.
The chassis of the new Panamera models effortlessly bridges the gap
between sports performance and comfort – to the greatest possible extent.
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>> The new Panamera <<

Greater strength
of character
The car’s impressive athleticism can be reinforced with trademark racing
features: Launch Control, rear-axle steering, sports exhaust system.
The Panamera is not just like any other four-seater. It’s a sports car
through and through, as at home on the high-speed circuit as it is in the
city, and as closely acquainted with g-forces as it is with serene progress.
In short: a text-book example of a Porsche.

Panamera models*: fuel consumption in l/100 km (mpg):
urban 12.9–7.9 (21.9–35.8) · extra urban 7.3–5.8 (38.7–48.7) · combined 9.4–6.7 (30.1–42.2); CO2 emissions (combined): 214–176 g/km.
12
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>> The new Panamera <<

Sharper styling
It’s clear from the very first glance. Visually too, it is more Porsche than
ever, yet the expression of an independent spirit. Light-catching contours
and gentle curves accentuate the precision of the new design. Particularly
bold: the rear section. It appears lighter and, in conjunction with the
longer overhang, evokes associations with the 911. Like a sprinter in the
starting blocks, the Panamera is eager to demonstrate its prowess.
The all-new control and display concept is also designed for top speed,
as intuitive as it is perfectly shaped. Just the right number of switches,
all within easy reach.

Panamera models*: fuel consumption in l/100 km (mpg):
urban 12.9–7.9 (21.9–35.8) · extra urban 7.3–5.8 (38.7–48.7) · combined 9.4–6.7 (30.1–42.2); CO2 emissions (combined): 214–176 g/km.
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>> The new Panamera <<

A more personal network
Exactly the response required to global networking. Along with access to
the most comprehensive connectivity package ever offered by Porsche.
The new Panamera and Porsche Connect provide a variety of intelligent
vehicle functions, smartphone links and online services, all of which are
designed to create a closer connection between you and the vehicle. After
all, the future of the sports car also lies in intelligent, digital functions.

Panamera models*: fuel consumption in l/100 km (mpg):
16

urban 12.9–7.9 (21.9–35.8) · extra urban 7.3–5.8 (38.7–48.7) · combined 9.4–6.7 (30.1–42.2); CO2 emissions (combined): 214–176 g/km.
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>> The new Panamera <<

Panamera Turbo
Maximum output without compromise. Both
under the bonnet and in terms of equipment.
The Panamera Turbo is a statement that’s
worth sitting down for.

Panamera 4S Diesel
This long-distance athlete is equally happy in
the fast lane. That’s no wonder with its perfect

Coming up next.

balance of performance and range.

The story of the Panamera has only just begun. Make sure you
keep up with it. One thing’s for sure: we are expanding our
hybrid range – also towards greater performance.

Panamera 4S

20
18

Thanks to active all-wheel drive, the Panamera 4S

Panamera models*: fuel consumption in l/100 km (mpg):

not only brings superb power to the road in sporty

urban 12.9–7.9 (21.9–35.8) · extra urban 7.3–5.8 (38.7–48.7)

style, but also reliability.

combined 9.4–6.7 (30.1–42.2); CO2 emissions (combined): 214–176 g/km.
21
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>> The role of his life – on wheels <<

My friend, the 356.
When someone talks about a dinky cabriolet that’s
more than 50 years old as the best car he’s ever
driven, he’s either out of his mind or talking about his
great automotive passion. Patrick Dempsey is certainly
in his right mind. He fulfilled a dream when he bought
this Porsche 356 from 1963 in Venice Beach, not
far from where he currently lives. When he was just
18 years of age and with the first pay check he ever
earned as an actor.
It was not a great deal of money back then. Nothing
compared with how much the classic car is worth
today, and Dempsey therefore considers it one of the
best investments of his life. Even though he would,
of course, never sell the black roadster.

The role of his
life – on wheels.

Inspiring all round.
However, Patrick Dempsey does not live in the past at
all. He simply loves the blend of old and new for which

Actor. Petrol head. Co-owner of a racing team. Whatever role he’s in –

Venice Beach is also renowned.

Patrick Dempsey loves pushing himself to the limit. What drives him?
The desire for change and a little black car.

This is reflected in Dempsey’s home office, where
he welcomes us today: a combination of the good
old days and the best of today. This is where he will
encounter the new Panamera Turbo for the very first
time. Dempsey is extremely well acquainted with its
predecessor and enjoys taking his own car out for
a spin on the racetrack now and then. To the delight
of his children, of course, who thoroughly enjoy their
Dad’s hotlaps as rear passengers.
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>> The role of his life – on wheels <<

The theory of applied evolution.
Courage can mean something different to each

The new Panamera Turbo is waiting for him in the

individual. However, we essentially all mean the same

courtyard. Slowly looking it over? Silently taking it

thing: accepting challenges, exploring new territory

all in? No. Dempsey immediately notices that the

and venturing out of your comfort zone. This is exactly

wheelbase is longer. That the front section appears

what Dempsey sees in the Panamera. The history of

much wider. That he now finds the overall balance of

a car manufacturer that listened to its own instincts

the new Panamera even more appealing. Because

rather than the sceptics. A car manufacturer that was

the lines are very soft, positively flowing. And they’re

convinced that the perfect sports car can have more

therefore reminiscent not only of the 911, but also of

than one facet and that there was room for a completely

Dempsey’s beloved 356.

unique interpretation – a more than dynamic driving
experience for four. Having driven the Panamera for

This is his explanation for the close emotional

many years, Dempsey knows this only too well. And he’s

attachment you feel for a Porsche: you immediately

about to discover the next, surprisingly big step in the

recognise the familiar contours, an unmistakable

car’s evolutionary process.

identity. Clever evolution rather than change for its
own sake. Nevertheless, you can still be sure that the
original concept has been honed to perfection. That
the innovations created at the end of a consistent
development process fit organically into the overall
appearance.

Cue film! Patrick Dempsey feels
at home in front of the camera.
It’s no wonder with this partner.
Scan QR code to see them both
in action.

Panamera models*: fuel consumption in l/100 km (mpg):
urban 12.9–7.9 (21.9–35.8) · extra urban 7.3–5.8
(38.7–48.7) · combined 9.4–6.7 (30.1–42.2);
22

CO2 emissions (combined): 214–176 g/km.
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>> The role of his life – on wheels <<

Lovely. Intuitive.
Of course, the odd surprise or two is not excluded.

at a brief press on the throttle. The athleticism of a

Dempsey is visibly impressed, for instance, when

911, but for four.

From circuit to courtyard.

he takes a seat in the new Panamera and his gaze
is drawn to the centre console. The, in his words,

Speaking of the 911, this takes us back to the subject

“radical” switch to touch-sensitive buttons is right up

of courage. Dempsey considers blending the lines

his street: simple, intuitive – just like on a smartphone.

of a 911 with the practicality of a four-door saloon

For family man Patrick Dempsey, the rear section

Wonderfully tidied up as well as seamlessly integrated.

highly ambitious. But it works. The new Panamera

plays another important role: due to the large luggage

is a coherent whole with harmonious lines. This also

compartment, the Panamera is absolutely ideal

Traditional Porsche qualities are reflected once again

applies to the rear which, in his view, has the potential

for family life. Petrol head Dempsey also loves the

in the seats in which Dempsey feels at home straight

to polarise. Uniquely combining elements of the Macan

extending spoiler. This not only gives the Panamera

away. They too help to shape the overall Panamera

and 911, it is as ingenious as it is elegant – not least

a sporty feel, it provides the necessary amount of

package, which proves its strength in particular in

because of the seamlessly integrated spoiler. This

downforce that this type of car needs in certain

southern California, where people like to spend plenty

most clearly visible change will not please everyone.

situations.

of time on the seemingly endless freeways. A sports

But it’s certainly right up Dempsey’s street.

car disguised as a saloon. Relaxed cruising combined

For Dempsey, another typical example of the

with the possibility of releasing adrenaline by the litre

motorsport expertise that finds its way into series
production cars at Porsche, time and time again.
The rear-axle steering, too, is something he’s
already experienced on the circuit when driving at
the limit. Now it’s also available for the first time on
the Panamera. Hardly surprising is Dempsey’s final
comment: “I can’t wait to drive it myself!”

Panamera models*: fuel consumption in l/100 km (mpg):
urban 12.9–7.9 (21.9–35.8) · extra urban 7.3–5.8
(38.7–48.7) · combined 9.4–6.7 (30.1–42.2);
24

CO2 emissions (combined): 214–176 g/km.
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>> Right-sizing <<

1

2

Right-sizing

3

5
4

More with less.
When the little guy triumphs over the giants,

It all began with Sascha. Known to his friends by this

Porsche proved again in 1947 that powerful

affectionate form for Alexander in Russian, Count

engine performance does not necessarily require

Alexander Kolowrat-Krakowsky not only played

a big engine. This time it was Ferry Porsche who

a pioneering role in developing the Austrian film

accomplished new feats with the development of the

industry, but also inspired a small race car built by

Cisitalia 360, an elegant sports car that was built for

Austro-Daimler in 1922. The car was named Sascha

an Italian businessman. And like the Sascha before

in honour of the count. It was to be the highlight of

it, the Cisitalia race car was far ahead of its time.

Ferdinand Porsche’s work as the head designer for

Because the Grand Prix regulations restricted the

Austro-Daimler in Austria. Above all, the valve drive

displacement for supercharged engines to 1.5 litres,

stood out as a masterpiece of technical prowess.

the Porsche developers utilised every trick in the

Thanks to two overhead camshafts with vertical shaft

engineering book. The result was a water-cooled,

control, the tiny four-cylinder generated a remarkable

twelve-cylinder engine with a compressor whose

45 hp with just over a litre of displacement (1,089 cm3).

four camshafts were, as in the Sascha, powered by

That power was enough to accelerate the car to over

vertical shafts. The 385 hp of engine power delivered

140 km/h (87 mph) – an exceptional speed in the

at 10,600 rpm was distributed to all four drive wheels

early 1920s.

through a sequential transmission. With the 356

1 Silver: Steinemann/Spoerry take second
overall and win their class in the 24 Hours of
Le Mans in 1968 with the 907 LH Coupé.
2 Racing in 1953: Thieu Hezemans on the
track in Zandvoort in a 356 SL with starting
number 10.
3 Strong: The Fuhrmann engine (Type 547)
summons 110 hp (81 kW) from 1,498 cm3
displacement (1954).
4 First wins: In 1951, Porsche wins at
Le Mans with the 356 SL, and keeps pace
in 1952 too (see photo).
5 Young star: In 1974, the
911 Carrera RSR Turbo started at Le Mans
with just 2.1 litres of displacement.

too, developed in parallel with the Cisitalia, Porsche

he’s bound to have the crowd on his side –
one reason, undoubtedly, why Porsche
has thrilled its fans from the outset. The
traditional Porsche creed has always been

With its overall weight of less than 600 kg, the

continued to pursue the path of efficiency. The first

compact race car had an outstanding power-to-weight

sports-car model line developed for Porsche itself

ratio. This made Sascha ideally suited to curvy races,

was produced with a small 1.1-litre four-cylinder boxer

such as the renowned Targa Florio in Sicily. Four

engine from 1948 to 1954. >>

about generating impressive power with

Sascha cars from the Austro-Daimler factory team

comparatively small engines, and so it remains

entered the race in 1922, and 432 km (268 miles)
later posted an exciting one-two finish in the 1.1-litre

to this day. Some call this form of clever

class. These highly efficient cars left half of the entire

efficiency ‘right-sizing’, and there are plenty

field in their dust, including race cars with over

of examples of it to be found in Porsche’s

seven litres of displacement.

rich history of domination on the racetrack.
By Dieter LANDENBERGER
26

Taken from the Porsche Christophorus magazine, edition 376.
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>> Right-sizing <<
5

4

3
1

PORSCHE 356 SL
Engine: Four-cylinder boxer
Power: 46 hp (34 kW)
2

Displacement: 1,086 cm3
Top track speed: 160 km/h (99 mph)

Ferdinand Porsche’s Sascha won the Targa Florio in 1922.

AUSTRO-DAIMLER SASCHA
Engine: Four-cylinder in-line
Power: 45 hp (33 kW)
Displacement: 1,089 cm3
Top track speed: 144 km/h (89 mph)
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Perfect aerodynamics helped guide the 356

SL to victory.

>> Displacement was increased in small steps to

Porsche introduced its first purebred racing machine

substantially larger engines, earning the Spyder the

cars in the two-litre sports-car class and hill-climb

1 Technically brilliant: The Cisitalia 360

1,300 and 1,500 cm3, and ultimately to 1,600 cm3 in

in 1953: the 550 Spyder. Almost as celebrated as the

admiring moniker ‘Giant Killer’. Porsche earned its first

competitions proved all but invincible for several

1955. Not least due to the efforts of dedicated private

vehicle itself was its drive unit, known as the Fuhrmann

overall victory in a major international race in 1956

years. The Porsche 910 managed a legendary sweep

drivers, the Porsche 356 became the dominant

engine. For the 1.5-litre alloy four-cylinder, designer

with the 550 A in the Targa Florio. The worldwide

of the top four places on the Nürburgring in 1967

vehicle of its era in the small-engine classes. Porsche

Ernst Fuhrmann tapped the full potential of modern

acclaim was all the greater, as it was the first time a

against gigantic seven-litre models. This feat was

itself entered the 24 Hours of Le Mans with a factory

racing engine engineering. Technical components

small-class vehicle had prevailed in the Targa Florio

followed in 1968 by a podium clean-up by the 907 at

team for the first time in 1951. The 1,100 cm3 engine

such as the four overhead camshafts (with vertical

over significantly more powerful competitors in the

the 24 Hours of Daytona. Beginning in 1966, Porsche

of the 356 SL (super light) put out just under 46 hp.

shaft drive), dual ignition, a crankshaft with four sets

larger categories.

claimed the European Hill Climb Championship four

Thanks to aerodynamic cladding and a long gear

of bearings, and eight-litre dry-sump lubrication added

ratio, the Porsche 356 with starting number 46

up to a robust 110 hp at 7,800 rpm. The exceptional

Throughout the 1960s, the small displacement classes

posted a top speed of 160 km/h (99 mph), and the

potential of the engine was put on display at Le Mans

were the undisputed domain of the Zuffenhausen-

racing world took notice. Against strong competition,

in 1954 when a 550 Spyder reduced to 1,100 cm3

based brand. The 1.5-litre eight-cylinder boxer engine

generates 385 hp (283 kW) with a 1.5-litre
engine.
2 Pioneer: The Austro-Daimler Sascha posts
a top speed of over 140 km/h (87 mph) in 1922.
3 Pulling out all the stops: With twelve
cylinders, a compressor, four camshafts and
all-wheel drive, the 1947 Cisitalia combines
the full range of Porsche expertise.
4 True racing machine: The 550 A Spyder,
here with Graf Berghe von Trips at the wheel,
was the first Porsche built exclusively for
the track.
5 Le Mans passengers: Huschke von
Hanstein, among others, in the 550 Spyder
of the Olivier/Duntov team in 1954.

the Gran Turismo from Zuffenhausen took the class

entered the race and took the class victory in the

originally built for Formula One in 1962 was developed

victory and placed an impressive 20th in the overall

1.1-litre class. In spite of ostensibly inferior power,

into a two-litre engine that would become the most

classification, marking the first big international

the Porsche 550 and its successor, the Porsche 718,

successful racing engine of its time. Used in the

victory for the young Porsche brand.

repeatedly snatched victories from race cars with

types 904, 906, 907, 909, and 910, Porsche race

times in succession. >>
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>> Right-sizing <<

>> Porsche’s efficiency-first philosophy still reigned

car weighed only 710 kg thanks to its light aluminium

in the 1970s: in 1974, the 911 Carrera RSR Turbo

tubular frame, which meant that it had to be loaded

started at Le Mans with a mere 2.1-litre engine. It

with lead weights to satisfy the minimum weight

placed second behind the Matra MS670, which was

criteria for its class. In the rear of the race car, which

packing a three-litre, twelve-cylinder Formula One

was nicknamed ‘Baby’, the turbocharged 1.4-litre

engine, and even managed to finish ahead of one of

six-cylinder engine could mobilise up to 380 hp.

the Matras (third place). Fourth place was also taken

Though its premiere on the Norisring was a wash, in

by a purebred racing prototype, a Gulf Ford GR 7. The

its second start – at Hockenheimring – driver Jacky

small engine volume of the 911 RSR Turbo was the

Ickx blew away the competition and won the race by

result of a handicap factor in the regulations for turbo

almost a minute. From there, the ‘Baby’ rolled straight

engines, which restricted displacement to 2,142 cm3.

into the Porsche Museum, where it has stood ever

1 Winner: The 956 of 1982 bested the
bigger-engined competition with a 2.65-litre
engine.
2 US success: Elford, Neerpasch, Siffert,
Stommelen, and Herrmann triumph in the
907 LH at Daytona in 1968.
3 Overall victory: Jacky Ickx and Derek
Bell win at the 24 Hours of Le Mans with the
Porsche 956 long-tail in 1982.
4 Leading the way: The Porsche 935 ‘Baby’
comes in first at Hockenheimring in 1977.
5 Full charge: The 911 Carrera RSR Turbo 2.1
is the first racing 911 with exhaust
turbocharging; shown here in the pit lane
of the Nürburgring in 1974.

3

4

5

since as a testament to the ability of the 935 to drive
Adding to a long list of successes, the Porsche 935/2.0

home Porsche victories in all displacement classes.

demonstrated in 1977 that it was possible to win races

Porsche introduced a true efficiency world champion

with a mere 1.4 litres of displacement. Empty, the

in 1982 with the 956. With twin-turbocharging and

PORSCHE 910 COUPÉ

1

Engine: Six-cylinder boxer
Power: 220 hp (162 kW)
Displacement: 1,991 cm

2

3

Maximum torque:
206 Nm at 6,400 rpm
Top track speed: 265 km/h
(164 mph)

From 1974 onward, the

911 Carrera RSR Turbo scored major wins.

digital engine electronics, the 620-hp 956 would

hybrid system consists of a small-volume turbocharged

PORSCHE 911 CARRERA RSR TURBO

become the most successful race car in history. The

V4 combustion engine, an electric motor on the front

Engine: Six-cylinder boxer

secret of its success lay in the perfect interaction of

axle, and two energy recuperation systems.

Power: 500 hp (367 kW)

the aluminium monocoque, highly efficient 2.65-litre
turbo engine, and revolutionary aerodynamics.

A plastic shell and a tubular space frame were the recipe for success for the 910.
30

Displacement: 2,142 cm3
The Porsche name has been synonymous with racing

Maximum torque: 549 Nm

success through technical prowess for nearly one

Acceleration: 0–100 km/h

Porsche’s latest contribution to its peerless racing

hundred years. And with the 919 Hybrid, Porsche

(0–62 mph) in 3.2 secs

legacy is the 919 Hybrid. With its radical concept,

is keeping alive the proud tradition of intelligent

Top track speed: 300 km/h

Porsche once more pushes the envelope, designing

performance through right-sizing.

(186 mph)

every element with maximum efficiency in mind. Its
31

>> A long-distance relationship covering 7,192 km <<

Home is where the garage is.
His home and his garage are separated by a distance of 7,192 km (4,468 miles).
Rajendra Kumar Jain lives and works in London. But his Porsche 356 SC with
licence plate number MH 01 P 626 lives in Mumbai – a long-distance love affair.

RKJ
Rajendra Kumar
JAIN

MH 01 P 626

By Srinivas KRISHNAN Photos by Bengt STILLER, taken from the Porsche Christophorus magazine, edition 376.

M

umbai – a throbbing

Everyone who sees this white Porsche

powerhouse of a city, the

stops what they are doing. The gesticulating

epicentre of a world in which

traffic cop. The jaded driver of a black-

opportunities are no longer

and-yellow taxi. The hurried housewife. The

defined by geography.

stressed-out executive. Even the busload

The city’s high rises soar skyward, as do

of noisy schoolchildren falls silent. In this

the dreams, aspirations, ambitions, and

hurly-burly city, few things surprise. There’s

hopes of its twelve million inhabitants. Like

very little that its people have not seen or

all metropolises, Mumbai never sleeps.

heard. But this moment is an exception,

Yet every once in a while, and entirely

and this car is something completely

unexpectedly, it can pause for a moment. Or

different: one of a kind and probably the

at least for a second.

only 356 SC still to be found in India. True,
the country has an incredible number of
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This is one of those moments. Fingers point.

classic cars. Private collections house

Eyes widen. Mouths open. Heads turn.

exquisite examples of automotive coachwork

Pedestrians stop in their tracks. Camera

built to the specifications of fabulously

phones go into action. A fluid shape is

wealthy maharajas. But this 1965 Porsche

approaching with that unmistakable engine

with a boxer engine has no royal Indian

sound emerging from the rear. It has a

provenance. It got here because its current

low-slung body and compact dimensions.

owner, Rajendra Kumar Jain, who goes by

In the sea of Maruti Suzuki vehicles on this

the name Raj, once lost his way. >>

street, it seems like a flying saucer from an

A rare sight: Raj Jain’s Porsche 356 SC enjoys a

alien civilisation.

promenade along Marine Drive.
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>> A long-distance relationship covering 7,192 km <<

Finding the
Porsche was
not luck.
It was

Larger than life: The eight-lane Rajiv Gandhi Sea Link leads into the city.

karma.

An objet d’art on wheels.
>> Raj Jain actually lives and works in

Raj was not looking for a 356. The car

London. In keeping with India’s love for

found him. “It was karma,” he says in his

abbreviations, he is an OCI cardholder. OCI

clipped British accent. It was meant to be.

stands for Overseas Citizenship of India, an

Sometime back in the early 1990s he was

official status for Indians residing outside

wandering through the halls of Christie’s,

the country. One of them is Raj, who holds

the famous auction house. He happened to

a British passport and travels the world on

walk into the wrong room. “And I saw this

business.

beautiful, immaculate car.” It was on auction

Model: 356 (1600) SC
Year of manufacture: 1965
Weight: 935 kg
Colour: White
Power: 95 hp (70 kW)

for no reserve, meaning no minimum bid.
A dealer of art, antiques, collector’s

“I instinctively raised my hand.” There were

watches, and valuable curiosities with a shop

other bidders, but none with real drive.

on Bond Street in London’s upscale Mayfair

Raj promptly bought the car, and for under a

neighbourhood, Raj Jain is no stranger to

thousand pounds. A bargain, even then. >>

rare and beautiful objects. A classic Porsche
feels as much at home in his garage as the
copy of Antiques Trade Gazette does in his
spacious southern Mumbai apartment with
an impressive view of the sea.

From another world: The friendly face of the 356 stands out on a congested street in Mumbai.
34
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>> A long-distance relationship covering 7,192 km <<

>> Instead of parking the car near his

is memorialised on the cover of its engine

Raj guides the car and its 95 horsepower

home in South Kensington, he shipped it to

fan in the form of his calling card. Made of

through the slalom course of lanes with

Mumbai. He usually goes there twice a year

extremely thin metal and embossed with his

evident pleasure, while attracting no little

on business and to visit his family – and

name, it adds a very individual touch.

attention in the process. He leaves the

now to visit the Porsche too. This 356 is not

noisy main streets and enters a series of

the first of its type in India. The Maharaja

With a smile on his lips, Raj dives right into

tree-lined lanes with small, ornate tea shops.

of Sawantwadi is reported to have brought

the organised chaos of traffic in Mumbai. For

Only when darkness falls do heads stop

a rare pre-series model of the 356 A to

anyone new to this melting pot of religions,

turning, and shortly thereafter the Porsche

the country decades ago. Old photographs

languages and cultures, the city can seem

356 SC returns to its garage. Raj gazes at it

clearly show the car – but in the meantime

bizarre and bewildering. But its magic

for a long time, takes a seat in front of the

it seems to have disappeared, so Raj

takes hold as soon as you meet Mumbai’s

open garage door, and remarks, “This car

considers himself the owner of the country’s

residents and discover their gift for making

was meant for me.”

only known working 356. Like any exotic bird

just about anything possible.

that thrives on attention, the car throws the
odd tantrum. But mostly it runs smoothly.
To keep the Porsche in good working order,
Raj used to have it thoroughly checked
every two years by Barry Curtis, a renowned
British specialist in 356s. Curtis would stay
in Raj’s home and work on the car in his
well-equipped garage.

Farewell: Thanks, take care, and see you soon. Raj Jain’s gentle gesture is a ritual completing every enjoyable excursion.
“Barry used to overhaul the engine, strip
every part, every nut and bolt, and rebuild

The antique dealer keeps the Porsche
for his own pleasure.
As he says,

it,” says Jain. “I installed an air conditioner
in the garage so he could work even when
it was extremely hot outside.” Then, about
two years ago, Barry passed away. The
car still seems to miss him. Sometimes it
refuses to start, on occasion it misfires,

“This car was meant for me.”
36

and it generally seems a bit sullen these
days. As the keeper of the car’s soul, Barry

Perspectives: The Ballard Estate district near the port is enlivened by the 356 SC.
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>> Porsche Driver’s Selection <<

MODERN

60s

NEW. Grille badge – Classic –
Limited Edition.

NEW. Weekender – Classic – Limited Edition.

NEW. Classic chronograph –
Limited Edition.

NEW. Leather gloves – Classic.

Outer material: 100 % cotton.

WAP 050 060 0H

Appliqué: 100 % leather. In dark blue.

WAP 070 072 0H

Lining: 100 % polyester.

NEW. Collector’s T-shirt Edition
No. 7 – 901 – Limited Edition.

NEW. Polo shirt – Classic.

WAP 519 001-003 0H [Men’s],

In grey/beige. 100 % cotton.

In dark blue.

WAP 518 001-003 0H [Women’s]

WAP 712 0XS-3XL 0H | EUR 49.00

WAP 718 00S-3XL 0H [Men’s],

100 % leather. In black.

WAP 035 008 0H

95 % cotton, 5 % elastane.

WAP 717 0XS-XXL 0H [Women’s]

A declaration of love to our classic cars.
Frankfurt am Main, 1963. At the

celebrates these legends of 1963

have lost none of their charismatic

from Zuffenhausen, old and new, at

International Motor Show, the

with a dedicated collection.

appeal. Another highlight: the new

your Porsche Centre. To view the

Classic chronograph whose dial is

entire Porsche Driver’s Selection

Porsche 356 C, the last model
generation of the first ever

Featuring a range of exclusive

reminiscent of the instruments in

range, go to our online shop at

Porsche sports car, meets its

leather items, such as the men’s

both classic Porsche models.

www.porsche.com/selection.

successor: the Porsche 901. It’s

jacket, driver’s gloves and

the end of an era and the start of

retro-style Weekender bag, the

Discover the full collection and

We look forward to your visit.

the Porsche 911 success story.

Classic collection proves that the

many other products for sports car

Porsche Driver’s Selection now

iconic sports cars of the 1960s

enthusiasts based on style icons
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NEW. Men’s leather jacket.

NEW. Men’s jacket – Classic.

NEW. Women’s jacket – Classic.

100 % lambskin nappa leather. In black.

100 % polyester. In dark blue.

100 % polyester. In pink/beige.

WAP 911 00S-3XL 0H

WAP 715 00S-3XL 0H

WAP 710 0XS-XXL 0H
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>> Porsche Exclusive <<
This bold and imaginative spirit is also displayed in the interior. Here,

Create the sports car of your dreams. Achieved through dedication

Graphite Blue leather meets brushed aluminium. Personalised floor mats

and finesse. In other words, we handcraft a product that blends sporty

with leather edging lie beneath your feet. The lid of the centre console

performance, comfort and style and reflects your own personal taste.

storage compartment bears the model logo. The headrests are embossed
with the Porsche Crest. You strap yourself in with one of the seat belts in
Silver Grey. Your attention turns to the instrument cluster and the Sport
Chrono stopwatch, all with white instrument dials. Only reluctantly would
you want to step out of this exclusive vehicle. Then again, you don’t have to.

The direct way to all Exclusive
options: scan the QR code.

Mainstream? Against the flow, more like.
The 718 Cayman S in Carrara White Metallic from Porsche Exclusive.
Whatever you envisage: we have passion for detail. We believe in the

Let your creativity run wild. The possibilities are many. The limits are

one-of-a-kind – and turn it into reality. Piece by piece. Detail by detail.

few and far between. Think laterally. Create something new: like the

Nuance by nuance. With experience. With expertise. With the power of

718 Cayman S in Carrara White Metallic. That drive for exclusivity and

imagination – and our hands. Adding to one’s strengths in the pursuit of a

individuality is very much evident right from the very first glance.

dream is worth the while. And so is imbuing this dream with individuality
and vitality by means of precision craftsmanship. Now it’s down to you

With 20-inch Carrera Sport wheels. With silver-coloured model designation

to give your Porsche that one extra thing to make it truly unmistakable:

on the doors and silver-coloured sports tailpipes. Virtually anything is

personality.

possible – all the way down to exclusive detailing, such as the headlight
cleaning system covers painted in the exterior colour.

718 Cayman S*: fuel consumption in l/100 km (mpg): urban 9.5 (29.7) · extra urban 6.0 (47.1) · combined 7.3 (38.7); CO2 emissions (combined): 167 g/km.
40
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>> Porsche Snow Force <<

Snow Force

2017

Cool under pressure. Pushing Porsche Intelligent Performance to the extreme.
Porsche Snow Force is perhaps

This Porsche Driving Experience

and experience each model’s

Porsche Snow Force provides

the ultimate test of one’s driving

takes place over four days,

capabilities to the fullest.

an unforgettable experience,

abilities. Testing a sports car

including two full days entirely

in frozen conditions, including

devoted to exploring every

Our Porsche certified instructors

deep snow and sheets of ice, will

aspect of driving the world’s

will explain how driving in

challenge your driving skills in a

best sports cars on snow

extreme cold conditions in a

We look forward to welcoming

whole new way.

and ice. You will drive the

Porsche is not to be feared, but

you in enchanting Yakeshi (Inner

entire Porsche model range

rather a challenge to be enjoyed.

Mongolia), China.

whether behind the steering
wheel or as a passenger.

Mongolian culture
42
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>> Porsche Snow Force <<

Snow Force

Snow Force S

Snow Force RS

Basic Section Training on snow and ice

Driver Training course only on handling tracks

Driver Training course only on handling tracks

Level: 		
Duration:
Vehicles:
		

4 days (2 driving days)

911, Boxster &

Level: 		
Duration:
Vehicles:

Cayman, Cayenne,

		

Cayman

Macan, Panamera

Tyres:		
1.5 mm spike tyres
Max Participants: 32

Precision
4 days (2 driving days)

Tyres:		
Winter tyres
Max Participants: 40
TT Three nights’ accommodation with 		

Performance
911, Boxster, 		

TT Three nights’ accommodation with 		

Level: 		
Duration:
Vehicles:
Tyres:		
Max Participants:

Master
4 days (2 driving days)
911
4 mm spike tyres
24

TT Three nights’ accommodation with 		

breakfast and dinner, lunch on

breakfast and dinner, lunch on

breakfast and dinner, lunch on

three days

three days

three days

TT Ice go-karting experience

TT Ice go-karting experience

TT Ice go-karting experience

TT Transfers as per itinerary

TT Transfers as per itinerary

TT Transfers as per itinerary

(airport, hotel, driving facility)

(airport, hotel, driving facility)

(airport, hotel, driving facility)

TT 2 persons share 1 car

TT 2 persons share 1 car

TT 2 persons share 1 car

The Snow Force course will teach you the

After completing the Snow Force course, you are
qualified to join Snow Force S, which will take your
driving skills to the next breathtaking level.

Snow Force RS is designed for those who
relish high-performance driving under extreme
conditions. Trained skills from previous levels
are required. 4 mm spike tyres provide higher
traction, allowing the optimal and sensitive use of
load changes to guarantee full control at all times.

basics of driving in challenging conditions. The
programme consists of the Rally Flick, Slalom,
Downhill Slalom and Circling.
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In this course, our exclusive sports cars are
equipped with 1.5 mm spike tyres to provide
phenomenal traction during handling and high
dynamic driving.

Dates and Prices
Snow Force

Snow Force S

Snow Force RS

To make a booking, please contact

19.02. – 22.02.2017
21.02. – 24.02.2017
23.02. – 26.02.2017
25.02. – 28.02.2017
27.02. – 02.03.2017
02.03. – 05.03.2017
04.03. – 07.03.2017
06.03. – 09.03.2017
08.03. – 11.03.2017
10.03. – 13.03.2017

14.03. – 17.03.2017

18.03. – 21.03.2017

Tel.: +86 400 8205-911

Participant price:

Participant price:

Participant price:

RMB 39,000

RMB 45,000

RMB 51,000

Accompanying person:

Accompanying person:

Accompanying person:

RMB 6,500

RMB 6,500

RMB 6,500

Email: drivingexperience@porsche.cn

16.03. – 19.03.2017

or visit us online at
www.porsche.com/snowforce
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Fascination Porsche
Request a Porsche Test Drive
at your Porsche Centre
Book Your Test Drive
To book a test drive with the Porsche of your choice, please scan the QR Code.
To register, use the following link: https://events.porsche-ap.com/qr/VN/PN0316

Trung Tâm Porsche Sài Gòn
802 Nguyễn Văn Linh
Phường Tân Phú, Quận 7
Tp. HCM, Việt Nam.
ĐT: (+84 8) 5 4141 911
Fax: (+84 8) 5 4171 911

Trung Tâm Porsche Hà Nội
562 Nguyễn Văn Cừ
Phường Gia Thụy, Quận Long Biên
Hà Nội, Việt Nam.
ĐT: (+84 4) 6 2888 911
Fax: (+84 4) 6 2666 911

© Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG, 2016
The models featured in this publication are approved for road use in Germany. Some items of equipment are available as extra-cost options only. The availability of models and options may vary from market to
market due to local restrictions and regulations. For information on standard and optional equipment, please consult your Porsche Centre. All information in respect of construction, features, design, performance,
dimensions, weight, fuel consumption and running costs is correct at the time of going to print. Porsche reserves the right to alter specifications and other product information without prior notice. Colours may
differ from those illustrated. Errors and omissions excepted.
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permission in writing from Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG.
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AG, Porscheplatz 1, 70435 Stuttgart, Germany.
* The data presented here was recorded using the prescribed measuring procedure (Directive [EC] 715/2007 in its current version). The respective figures were not recorded on individual vehicles and do not
constitute part of the offer. This data is provided solely for the purposes of comparison between the respective models. Fuel consumption was recorded on vehicles with standard specification. Fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions are not only determined by a vehicle’s fuel efficiency, but also by the driving style and other factors irrespective of vehicle specification. Optional equipment may affect fuel consumption and
vehicle performance. All current petrol engines from Porsche are compatible with a fuel ethanol content of up to 10%. For more information on individual models, please contact your Porsche Partner.
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